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SPOTIFY UPDATE
October 2017
200M PREMIUM SUBSCRIBERS / $55BN VALUATION
OUR UPDATED VALUATION THESIS BY 2020

TARGET STOCK MARKET INTRODUCTION VALUATION OVER $20BN
OUR UPDATED STOCK MARKET INTRODUCTION THESIS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
» Given Spotify’s explosive growth we believe the firm will be valued at $55bn by 2020
» Our target stock market introduction valuation for Spotify is over $20bn
» Spotify is trending towards 100m premium subscribers by mid-2018 – estimates point
toward 200m by the end of 2020
» We expect emerging markets to drive future growth which will likely dilute average revenue
per premium subscriber – we have therefore decreased our ARPPS estimates by 10% to $80
» As Spotify’s ambition evolves the company is now seeking to become the third largest player
in terms of advertising – behind Google and Facebook – which will drive ad revenue from
non-premium subscribers
» Gross margin will steadily increase due to more beneficial agreements with labels –
estimated levels are consistent with our previous research reports
» Premium subscribers as a percentage of total subscribers is estimated to be 40% in 2020 –
slightly below today’s level of 43%
» Our valuation reasoning and multiples have not changed since the last report –
subscriber growth has however been stronger than we anticipated
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SCENARIO
Overview
Implied Market Cap
Premium subscribers (m)
Revenue per premium subscriber ($/year)
Total premium subscriber revenue ($m)
Non-premium subscribers (m)
Revenue non-premium subscriber ($/year)

Stock Market Introduction

2020

$23 Bn

$55 Bn

70

200

87

80

6,090

16,000

100

300

5

12

Ad revenues ($m)

475

3,600

Ad revenue (%)

7%

18%

TOTAL REVENUES

6,565

19,600

COGS premium subscriber

-5,177

-12,320

-285

-1,800

TOTAL COGS

-5,462

-14,120

Gross margin

17%

28%

R&D

-460

-1,176

R&D

7%

6%

SG&A

-1,313

-1,764

SG&A

20%

9%

EBIT

-669

2,540

EBIT %

-10%

13%

COGS ad revenueus

Add back D&A

66

196

D&A

1%

1%

-603

2,736

EBITDA %

-9%

14%

EV/Sales multiple

3.5x

2.8x

EBITDA

EV/EBITDA multiple
EV
Net debt
Market cap
NOSO FD (M)

n.m.

20x

22,650

54,720

-200

0

22,850

54,720

4.5

4.5

Share price

5,078

12,160

RETURN FROM TODAY

1.4x

3.3x

Implied EV/Revenue

3.5x

2.8x

Implied EV/Gross profit multiple

20.5x

10.0x

Implied EV/EBIT multiple

n.m.

21.5x

Source: Annual reports, CapitalIQ, GP Bullhound analysis
Note: ‘return from today’ refers to the return an investor receives if purchasing a share in Spotify at the price of the latest secondary deal
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EXPLOSIVE
Subscriber Growth
During 2017 streaming overtook sales for the first time as the leading driver of revenue
for the US recorded music industry. In fact, streaming grew so much last year, that it now
accounts for more revenue than downloads, CDs and vinyl combined in the US market.
Spotify is one of the dominant players driving this development and will have an
instrumental impact on the industry going forward.
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Spotify announced in July that it had grown to 60 million premium subscribers – effectively adding 10 million
premium subscribers in less than four months. In comparison it took Spotify five months to grow from 40 million to
50 million premium subscribers. Growth has been explosive to say the least. In our previous investment reports
published back in 2015 and 2016 we estimated that Spotify in a blue sky scenario would reach 100m premium
subscribers by 2020. At the time of the analysis these forecasts were seen as quite aggressive, but we whole
heartedly believed that it would be possible given the right overall circumstances. Spotify has truly thrived since
our last report and delivered well above even our expectations.
With the current market dynamics and growth rates Spotify is trending towards 100m premium subscribers by
mid-2018. This would imply Spotify reaching our previous best case scenario more than two years earlier than we
previously estimated in our research report published in September 2016. Overall there is still significant growth
potential going forward as there are several markets with a large addressable user base but with low levels of
penetration, such as Thailand, Japan and Indonesia.
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PREMIUM SUBSCRIBERS VS.
Total Subscribers
In our analysis we have estimated a total subscriber base of 500m – of which
200m are premium subscribers. This would imply a quarterly growth rate of 10%
until 2020 and adding an average of 11m new premium subscribers each quarter.
Even though this is in line with current growth rates in terms of absolute value,
as a percentage of total subscribers this will decrease over time.
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With the latest available information provided by Spotify, the total number of premium subscribers as a
percentage of total subscribers is roughly 43%. Our analysis assumes that 40% of the total subscriber base will be
premium subscribers in 2020. A slight decrease in this ratio is expected as emerging markets will drive significant
growth going forward and thus we assume more non-premium subscribers will emerge.
As the first wave of adopters are converted to premium subscribers we will start to witness a slow down in growth
unless subscription fees are decreased. This has been the trend in more mature markets such as Sweden where
the opportunity has largely been utilized. Similarly in other mature markets such as US, UK and Canada growth will
begin to slow. Emerging markets will be the key driver for future growth which in turn means that eventually the
$9.99 subscription price will likely be utilized there as well relatively soon. Spotify have introduced family plans and
student discounts and if we factor in that emerging markets have a much lower average revenue per premium
subscriber we believe that Spotify will see a steady decline in revenue per premium subscriber moving towards
2020 compared to today’s value. This is the reason why we have decreased our estimated average revenue per
premium subscriber to $80 – compared to $88 in 2015 and $89 in 2016.
Seeing that Spotify’s long-term ambition revolves around becoming the third largest player in terms of advertising
– behind Google and Facebook who have an average revenue per user of $15 - $20 – we estimate a somewhat
higher revenue per non-premium subscriber than previously anticipated. In 2015 we forecast revenue per
non-premium subscriber between $5-$10, whilst in 2016 we estimated $10-$14. Because of Spotify’s recently
communicated vision we have upgraded our estimates of revenue per non-premium subscriber to $12 in 2020
and $16 as the target for the firm’s long term potential.
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ROOM TO INCREASE
Market Penetration
Today the five largest countries in terms of subscribers – US, Brazil, UK,
Mexico and Germany – make up ~75% of the total subsriber base. Penetration
within these countries range from 10% to 20%. For reference, Spotify’s penetration
in the Swedish market is estimated to be over 50%. We do not however believe
this level of penetration to be realistic in other markets.
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Penetration
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(M)
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* All values above are based on GP Bullhound analysis

Spotify has a strong presence in the Swedish market due to an early market entry. There are advantages of being
number 1 – it does however not necessarily mean that it is a winner takes all type of game. With regards to the
above-mentioned markets we do however believe that there is significant room to increase penetration.
The remaining 56 markets currently make up ~25% of the total subscriber base. We believe there is significant
growth potential within these markets as many of the countries have a large total addressable market but with a
low degree of penetration, for example Japan.
If Spotify’s total penetration in Japan increased to 35% this would imply 42m new subscribers. We believe that the
other 56 markets will make up over 50% of the total subscriber base by 2020.
The analysis above has not taken into account any new market entry, for example market entry in countries such
as India, Malaysia and China would pave the way for strong growth.
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TIMING OF
Profitability
As previously mentioned, the long-term case is more about timing of profitability.
Seeing that Spotify has a superior subscription model with sticky revenue streams
there is relatively clear visibility of the value that each premium subscriber and
non-premium subscriber adds. As of 2017 our analysis shows that for every dollar
invested in a premium subscriber Spotify gets three dollars in return. This ratio
is forecast to increase in the future as revenue per premium subscriber stabilizes,
churn decreases and gross margin steadily increases.
Furthermore, customer acquisition cost as a percentage of revenue is estimated to decrease slightly. If these
trends continue our estimates point towards that for every dollar that Spotify invests in premium subscribers the
firm gets five dollars in return. As Spotify gears up for a stock market introduction this becomes one of the most
important metrics for investors to analyze. As it will take some time for the contracts with the different labels to
materialize, Spotify will most likely continue to report an operating loss in the short-term which in turn may distract
investors from the true value that is being created.
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NEW CONTRACTS WITH LABELS
Will Drive Gross Margins
As Spotify continues to accumulate a significant number of subscribers its bargaining power with labels
dramatically increases. In 2017 alone the firm struck critical deals with both Universal and Sony Music and have
therefore signed new deals with all four big labels. These deals – along with those to come – will help to positively
increase its gross margin as costs related to labels will steadily decline. Costs associated with labels are by far
Spotify’s most crucial cost item in its path towards profitability. The gross margin estimates are in line with our
previous published research reports at 28% for 2020 and 30% in a blue sky scenario.

STOCK MARKET INTRODUCTION OVER $22BN
$55bn by 2020 & Long-term Potential of $100bn

Our valuation reasoning and valuation multiples have not changed since the last
report published in September 2016 – subscriber growth, however, has been stronger
than we anticipated. We therefore believe Spotify will be valued at over $20bn at a
stock market introduction. In this scenario we have estimated 70m premium
subscribers and 100m non-premium subscribers.
Given that this will most likely take place in the coming months we do believe these user values to be conservative
as the latest released values were accounted for in July – thus paving the way for subsequent strong growth. In our
scenario Spotify is valued at 3.5x revenue which – when looking at Spotify’s closest comparable companies – can
also be seen as quite conservative. E.g. Netflix which many analysts see as Spotify’s closest comparable is currently
trading at 7.3x 2017 revenue and 5.9x 2018 revenue. Given the reasoning above we believe there is room for an
increase in valuation multiples once the firm is publicly traded.
Our previous best case valuations of ~$50bn from reports published in 2015 and 2016 has now become our base
case valuation estimate for 2020. The difference is mainly due to stronger than expected subscriber growth – as
revenue per premium subscriber, revenue per non-premium subscriber and gross margin are relatively in line with
previous research.
Given that Spotify’s growth continues and that emerging market growth keeps average revenue per premium
subscriber relatively in shape we envision that Spotify has a long term potential of being valued at $100bn. There
is a long way to go for Spotify and the streaming music industry in general. But the most efficient way to get there
is by continuing to create a product that hundreds of millions of diverse users fall in love with every day.
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SPOTIFY
vs. Apple

At the forefront of the music streaming revolution stand Spotify and Apple
Music – the disruptor who fundamentally changed the way we consume
music and one of the world’s most recognised brands. Together these
firms are fueling the development of music streaming.
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SUBSCRIBER COUNT
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Spotify’s latest public figures touts 140 million subscribers (June 2017) and over 60 million premium subscribers (July
2017). In May 2014 the first major milestone was reached when the firm announced it had amassed 10m premium
subscribers. Since then the time needed to add 10m premium subscribers has decreased significantly from 94
months to three months. The user growth has been explosive to say the least.
Apple announced in the September that the firm had surpassed 30 million premium subscribers – a milestone
that took the firm two years to reach. For reference - it took Spotify just shy of 10 years to reach 30 million
premium subscribers. The two achievements are not perfectly comparable as Apple Music’s integration
with Apple products significantly helped fuel the growth and the music streaming industry had evolved
considerably since Spotify’s debut. Apple is however closely mimicking the growth trend of Spotify. We do
not anticipate Apple will outgrow Spotify any time soon.
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MUSIC LIBRARY
As the first major player in music streaming Spotify has amassed more than 30 million
tracks on its service and contains quite a depth in the song catalogue. Even though there
historically have been some major holes in the catalogue - e.g. The Beatles and Taylor Swift
- these voids were filled in 2015 and 2017. Furthermore, Spotify’s service is very agile in
bringing the latest releases and hottest live sessions to its new releases tab on Fridays
which in turn is a great tool for music discovery and retaining users.
Apple’s service however claims to have over 40 million songs in its music catalogue - ca. 30% more than Spotify.
Over the years Apple Music have been successful in receiving exclusivity on newly released albums – such
as Frank Ocean’s Blonde and Drake’s Views – which in turn has helped push the premium subscriber base
and increase retention. Together with the integration of iTunes library, previous purchases and older songs
automatically appear on your mobile device – which is an awesome feature for long term iTunes users.
Another player that is difficult to exclude when discussing the sheer quantity of music is YouTube. YouTube is
foremost a video portal and while the library on YouTube is made up of videos it has in practice simultaneously
become the world’s most popular music streaming service through the YouTube Music application. The app itself
is free and you can use the service for free in an ad- supported mode. However, YouTube also offers the service
as a subscription similar to both Apple Music and Spotify through YouTube Red. In terms of quantity more is not
necessarily better – but exclusives is a game changer.

UI & UX
When first released in mid 2015 Apple Music’s interface was somewhat unintuitive
to use. Navigating through the library, music discovery and arranging your playlist
never felt as easy as it should – especially compared to the simplicity of Spotify.
However, with the update on iOS 10, Apple unveiled a streamlined interface that was meant to redesign
Apple Music from the ground up. This is the same UI that users interact with today and is a significantly smoother
experience. In terms of aesthetics it should be noted that there is a difference between the Apple app and the
Android app. Apple has integrated Siri with Apple Music which facilitates the ease of use by allowing users to
control their music through voice commands from their iPhone or Mac. In itself, the feature is quite impressive and
will become a feature of growing importance.
Spotify on the other hand has been leading the industry through its clear and simplistic usability. Both the mobile
and the desktop versions are easy to navigate, access your music library and browse playlists. Spotify supports
integration with Amazon’s Echo - which allows users to control their music through voice control from their smart
home system. In addition to Amazon Echo, Spotify also supports integration with Google Home, Sonos and other
devices both in the home and the car.
Spotify also possesses a significant amount of social data – in turn this is an important tool to increase user
experience. This allows Spotify to analyse what your friends and social acquaintances are listening to and
accurately recommend new songs and playlists. This will become a core feature as we move towards voice
dominated input and output.
It is difficult to compete with the redesigned, bright, aesthetic interface – the same feel that mesmerized Apple
users after the release of iOS 7 – of Apple Music. However, the sheer ease of use and simplicity with Spotify is what
we believe sets the company ahead in terms of UI / UX.
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THOUGHTS ON
The Future
One of Spotify’s main issues revolves around the user experience when shifting
between different environments e.g. when a user leaves their apartment and enters a taxi.
This will become a challenge for the firm as partnerships increase, Spotify is used more
dynamically and there is significant development potential for multi-case usage.
This can further be combined with creating a more collaborative and adapted experience for the user in
where Spotify adapts to the mood the user is in or what they are doing. It is key that Spotify focus on the abovementioned areas to further improve the overall user experience.
Furthermore, as the industry may adopt more voice dominated input / output and an improved user experiences
– there will be both advantages and challenges awaiting Spotify. One advantage is that Spotify will be an
independent software company thus being able to independently supply speaker manufacturers with software.
This is exemplified by the recent events in which Microsoft chose to retire Groove Music Pass and instead partner
with Spotify. On the other hand, a potential challenge with this move is that Spotify’s advantage over competitors
within UI/UX will cease to exist because the landscape will get a complete overhaul.
As Spotify to our knowledge does not have any hardware in the pipeline they should view Apple’s HomePod as
a serious threat. Partnerships with HD speaker manufacturers like Bose and Sonos is however one step that could
make sense as briefly touched upon above. Furthermore, Spotify does not have a ready to use voice assistant like
Siri and Alexa. Both points mentioned above could in turn require significant investment in both capital and time
to properly address the challenges faced ahead.
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ABOUT US
GP Bullhound

GP Bullhound is a leading technology investment and advisory firm, providing
transaction advice and capital to the best entrepreneurs and founders in Europe
and beyond. Founded in 1999, the firm today has offices in London, San
Francisco, Stockholm, Berlin, Manchester, Paris, Hong Kong and Madrid.
MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

INVESTMENTS

We act as a trusted adviser to many of
Europe’s leading technology companies in
competitive international sale and acquisition
processes. The firm has completed over 130
M&A transactions to date with a total value of
over $3.5bn.

CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS
We have advised companies and their
owners on more than 120 capital related
transactions including venture capital, growth
capital, acquisition funding, secondary block
trades and Initial Public Offerings. The firm has
raised over $1.5bn of financing for European
technology companies to date.

Through our investment team, we provide
investors with access to the most ambitious
privately-held technology and media
companies in Europe. We currently manage
three closed-end funds and our Limited
Partners include institutions, family offices
and entrepreneurs.

EVENTS & RESEARCH

Our events and speaking activities bring
together thousands of Europe’s leading
digital entrepreneurs and technology investors
throughout the year. Our thought-leading
research is read by thousands of decisionmakers globally and is regularly cited in
leading newspapers and publications.
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DISCLAIMER
No information set out or referred to in this
research report shall form the basis of any
contract. The issue of this research report shall
not be deemed to be any form of binding offer
or commitment on the part of GP Bullhound
LLP. This research report is provided for use by
the intended recipient for information purposes
only. It is prepared on the basis that the recipients
are sophisticated investors with a high degree of
financial sophistication and knowledge. This
research report and any of its information is not
intended for use by private or retail investors in
the UK or any other jurisdiction.
You, as the recipient of this research report,
acknowledge and agree that no person has nor
is held out as having any authority to give
any statement, warranty, representation, or
undertaking on behalf of GP Bullhound LLP
in connection with the contents of this research
report. Although the information contained in
this research report has been prepared in good
faith, no representation or warranty, express or
implied, is or will be made and no responsibility
or liability is or will be accepted by GP
Bullhound LLP. In particular, but without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, no
representation or warranty is given as to the
accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of
any projections, targets, estimates or forecasts
contained in this research report or in such other
written or oral information that may be provided
by GP Bullhound LLP. The information in
this research report may be subject to change at
any time without notice. GP Bullhound LLP
is under no obligation to provide you with
any such updated information. All liability is
expressly excluded to the fullest extent permitted
by law. Without prejudice to the generality of
the foregoing, no party shall have any claim for
innocent or negligent misrepresentation based
upon any statement in this research report or
any representation made in relation thereto.
Liability (if it would otherwise but for this
paragraph have arisen) for death or personal
injury caused by the negligence (as defined in
Section 1 of the Unfair Contracts Terms Act
1977) of GP Bullhound LLP, or any of its
respective affiliates, agents or employees, is not
hereby excluded nor is damage caused by their
fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.
This research report should not be construed
in any circumstances as an offer to sell or
solicitation of any offer to buy any security or
other financial instrument, nor shall they, or
the fact of the distribution, form the basis of, or
be relied upon in connection with, any contract
relating to such action. The information
contained in this research report has no regard
for the specific investment objectives, financial
situation or needs of any specific entity and
is not a personal recommendation to anyone.
Persons reading this research report should make
their own investment decisions based upon their
own financial objectives and financial resources
and, if in any doubt, should seek advice from
an investment advisor. Past performance of
securities is not necessarily a guide to future
performance and the value of securities may

fall as well as rise. In particular, investments
in the technology sector can involve a high degree
of risk and investors may not get back the full
amount invested.
The information contained in this research
report is based on materials and sources that
are believed to be reliable; however, they have
not been independently verified and are not
guaranteed as being accurate. The information
contained in this research report is not intended
to be a complete statement or summary of any
securities, markets, reports or developments
referred to herein. No representation or
warranty, either express or implied, is made or
accepted by GP Bullhound LLP, its members,
directors, officers, employees, agents or associated
undertakings in relation to the accuracy,
completeness or reliability of the information
in this research report nor should it be relied
upon as such. This research report may contain
forward-looking statements, which involve
risks and uncertainties. Forward-looking
information is provided for illustrative purposes
only and is not intended to serve as, and must
not be relied upon as a guarantee, an assurance,
a prediction or a definitive statement of fact or
probability. Actual events and circumstances are
difficult or impossible to predict and may differ
from assumptions.
Any and all opinions expressed are current
opinions as of the date appearing on the
documents included in this research report.
Any and all opinions expressed are subject to
change without notice and GP Bullhound LLP
is under no obligation to update the information
contained in this research report.
The information contained in this research
report should not be relied upon as being an
indepe ndent or impartial view of the subject
matter and for the purposes of the rules and
guidance of the Financial Conduct Authority
(“the FCA”) this research report is a marketing
communication and a financial promotion.
Accordingly, its contents have not been prepared
in accordance with legal requirements designed to
promote the independence of investment research
and it is not subject to any prohibition on
dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment
research. The individuals who prepared the
information contained in this research report
may be involved in providing other financial
services to the company or companies reference d
in this research report or to other companies who
might be said to be competitors of the company
or companies referenced in this research report.
As a result, both GP Bullhound LLP and the
individual members, directors, officers and/
or employees who prepared the information
contained in this research report may have
responsibilities that conflict with the interests
of the persons who access this research report.
GP Bullhound LLP and/or connected persons
may, from time to time, have positions in, make
a market in and/or effect transactions in any
investment or related investment mentioned in
this research report and may provide financial
services to the issuers of such investments.

The information contained in this research
report or any copy of part thereof should not be
accessed by a person in any jurisdictions where
its access may be restricted by law and persons
into whose possession the information in this
research report comes should inform themselves
about, and observe, any such restrictions. Access
of the information contained in this research
report in any such jurisdictions may constitute
a violation of UK or US securities law, or the
law of any such other jurisdictions. Neither the
whole nor any part of the information contained
in this research report may be duplicated in
any form or by any means. Neither should the
information contained in this research report,
or any part thereof, be redistributed or disclosed
to anyone without the prior consent of GP
Bullhound LLP.
GP Bullhound LLP and/or its associated
undertakings may from time-to-time provide
investment advice or other services to, or solicit
such business from, any of the companies
referred to in the information contained in this
research report. Accordingly, information may
be available to GP Bullhound LLP that is not
reflected in this material and GP Bullhound
LLP may have acted upon or used the
information prior to or immediately following
its publication. In addition, GP Bullhound
LLP, the members, directors, officers and/or
employees thereof and/or any connected persons
may have an interest in the securities, warrants,
futures, options, derivatives or other financial
instrument of any of the companies referred to
in this research report and may from time-totime add or dispose of such interests.
GP Bullhound LLP is a limited liability
partnership registered in England and Wales,
registered number OC352636, and is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. Any reference to a partner in relation
to GP Bullhound LLP is to a member of GP
Bullhound LLP or an employee with equivalent
standing and qualifications. A list of the
members of GP Bullhound LLP is available
for inspection at its registered office, 52 Jermyn
Street, London SW1Y 6LX.
GP Bullhound Sidecar III LP is an investor
in Spotify.
For US Persons: This research report is
distributed to US persons by GP Bullhound
Inc. a broker-dealer registered with the SEC
and a member of the FINRA. GP Bullhound
Inc. is an affiliate of GP Bullhound LLP. This
research report does not provide personalized
advice or recommendations of any kind. All
investments bear certain material risks that
should be considered in consultation with an
investors financial, legal and tax advisors. GP
Bullhound Inc. engages in private placement
and mergers and acquisitions advisory activities
with clients and counterparties in the Technology
and CleanTech sectors.
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